Hi,
this is Nathalie from Advanx School of Languages, and today I would like to talk to you about
ways to make studying grammar more fun! Studying grammar always sounds very dry and
boring, but it doesn’t have to be! Today there are many options to make your grammar
lessons at home more attractive and maybe grammar will even be your favourite part about
studying English if you use some of our tips.
Speaking is definitely a big part about learning a language, but at the base of being able to
speak lie the structures of grammar. So this is why grammar is really one of the first things
you learn when you start with English classes, along with vocabulary. Of course you also
need to sit down and just study some rules and memorize some important things, but to
internalise them we can help with some fun exercises.
Try to make example sentences about your current topic that are funny and to which you can
relate to. When studying the present perfect for example, you can form sentences about
your favourite band or musician. Or you can even look for song lyrics that have a sentence in
the present perfect. By doing this, you will be able to relate a lot easier to the grammatical
rules and structures.
Another fun way to memorize grammatical rules is to produce some content yourself.
Imagine you want to record your own podcast or radio programme about a topic. You can
even just use your phone to make a fun recording that you can listen to yourself whenever
you have the time. Or you can look online and choose one of the many podcasts out there
that talk about English grammar. Try to listen and understand everything and then reproduce
it in your own words!
Since we’re living in the 21st century, there are of course also plenty of apps that help you to
study English grammar in a fun way! Some of these apps for example are LearnEnglish
Grammar, Grammaropolis or Johnny Grammar. Let’s be true, you’re always on your phone
anyway so you can also use some minutes everyday to do some exercises online!
The important thing is to invest a little bit of time everyday to study some basic English
grammar rules, whether that means using an app, listening to a podcast, writing down some
examples or even just watching a fun TV series in English! We hope you have a lot of fun
while studying grammar.

